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recent reference on the physics of saturation:



  

parton distribution functions as a function of the momentum
fraction x of the nucleon

for x < 10-2, gluons completely dominate 
the wave function of hadrons



  

variables in deep inelastic scattering

perturbative

'low x region'



  



  

the saturation momentum Q
s 
separates the low gluon

density region from the high gluon density region



  



  

saturation momentum for a 
Au nucleus (A = 197) 

at a given x is as large as that for a proton at
an x scale reduced by a factor 197



  

can one see saturation effects in particle production
experiments?



  

energy dependence of hadron production in central
Pb-Pb (Au-Au) collisions

data from LHC run1 and run2

total number of hadrons
produced

2.76 TeV   
N_had = 25800

5.02 TeV   
N_had = 32300

ALICE coll., Phys.Rev.Lett. 116 (2016) no.22, 222302

note: exponent in energy dependence is different for pp and PbPb; not
anticipated but now explained in saturation models



  

energy dependence of particle production in 
Pb-Pb collisions at LHC

The difference between pp and Pb-Pb is explained as due to the larger scaling
violations in a large nucleus compared to the pp case, arXiv:1112.2445



  

indication of anomalous energy dependence?



  

energy dependence of transverse energy distribution

note:  a s^b = 0.4 s^0.2     
 



  

N_{ch} and E_T cannot directly be obtained in a
perturbative approach

look for other observables:    
charmonium production in diffractive and ultra-peripheral
collisions 



  

charmonium production in diffractive events at HERA

because of the large mass of the J/psi, the scale Q_bar is large → perturbative approach

1st order perturbation theory, 
Jones, Martin, Ryskin, Teubner, JHEP 1311 (2013) 085,

including higher orders,
J.Phys. G43 (2016) no.3, 035002, Eur.Phys.J. C76 (2016) no.11, 633



  

2 options, option a not consistent with 
measured energy dependence

Hera H1 publication, hep-ex/0510016, Eur.Phys.J. C46 (2006) 585-603

Eur.Phys.J. C46 (2006) 585-603Eur.Phys.J. C46 (2006) 585-603



  



  

correction for higher orders, see Jones et al.



  

Hera results from H1 and Zeus

data parametrized as
W is photon proton cm energy

here, Q2 = p
t

2



  data well described by 'conventional' pQCD calculations



  

the legacy of HERA deep inelastic scattering data

arXiv:1704.03187



  

HERA ep deep inelastic scattering data exhibit 
no unambiguous signs of saturation

1704.03187



  



  



  

now to ultra-peripheral collisions
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Some remarks on ultra-peripheral collisions in p-Pb and Pb-p
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2 Pb nuclei collide at 2.76 TeV/nucleon without
breaking apart and only 1 lepton pair with invariant

mass of the J/psi is produced!

data from the ALICE collaboration
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ultra-peripheral collisions -some selected aspects

next 4 slides from Spencer Klein, talk at QM2017, Chicago, 
see also arXiv:1704.04715 
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 32power law exponent delta essentially unchanged down to x = 3*10^{-6}
no evidence yet for anomalous W dependence over full x range
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Figure from J.G. Contreras, EMMI workshop, Krakow, Poland,
Sep. 2017
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Energy dependence of dissociative J/ψ
 photoproduction as a signature of gluon saturation at the LHC
 

J. Cepila, J.G. Contreras (Prague, Tech. U.), 
J. D. Tapia Takaki (Kansas U.). Aug 26, 2016. 6 pp. 

Published in Phys.Lett. B766 (2017) 186-191

We have developed a model in which the quantum fluctuations of the proton structure are
characterised by hot spots, whose number grows with decreasing Bjorken- x . Our model
reproduces the F2(x,Q2) data from HERA at the relevant scale, as well as the exclusive and
dissociative J/ψ photoproduction data from H1 and ALICE. Our model predicts that for
Wγp≈500 GeV , the dissociative J/ψ cross section reaches a maximum and then decreases
steeply with energy, which is in qualitatively good agreement to a recent observation that the
dissociative J/ψ background in the exclusive J/ψ sample measured in photoproduction by
ALICE decreases as energy increases. Our prediction provides a clear signature for gluon
saturation at LHC energies.

http://inspirehep.net/record/1484177
http://inspirehep.net/record/1484177
http://inspirehep.net/author/profile/Cepila%2C%20J.?recid=1484177&ln=en
http://inspirehep.net/author/profile/Contreras%2C%20J.G.?recid=1484177&ln=en
http://inspirehep.net/search?cc=Institutions&p=institution:%22Prague%2C%20Tech.%20U.%22&ln=en
http://inspirehep.net/author/profile/Tapia%20Takaki%2C%20J.%20D.?recid=1484177&ln=en
http://inspirehep.net/search?cc=Institutions&p=institution:%22Kansas%20U.%22&ln=en
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the model

the color dipole interacts with the nucleus according to the 
Golec-Biernat/Wuesthoff 'saturation model

new approach: the proton profile function T(b) contains regions of 'hot
spots' which are introduced according to:

this x dependence introduces an implicit W dependence!
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observation of this peak would be, in this model, a
consequence of saturation – is this unique? 
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Shadowing extracted from J/psi production in 
UPC Pb-Pb vs pp

Results constrain EPS09 shadowing calculations and agree with recent leading
twist (LTA) calculations. Fig. Taken from Vadim Guzey
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LHC reach for gluon distributions in nuclei 
from ultra-peripheral collision studies

Fig. taken from Baltz et al.,   Phys. Reports 458 (2008)1 with the additional domain 
opened by p-Pb collisions
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precision measurement of open charm production by LHCb
measurement at forward rapidity provides input on low-x

gluon PDFs 
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new analysis by Gauld, Rojo and Slate, arXiv:1705.04217

good constraints down to x = 10-6 by analysis of LHCb pp      D at 5, 7, 13 TeV data
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backup slides



  

LHC ion program for Run3 and Run4 



  

Main conclusion of the 
'2013 European Strategy for Particle Physics'

process



  
approved ALICE program up to and including LHC Run4



  

NEW GEM TPC
Readout Planes



  

ALICE upgrade: main physics topics for Run3 and Run4

rare probes at low p_T:

   heavy flavor hadrons

   quarkonia

   di-leptons at low and intermediate mass

   light anti-matter and exotic clusters

   jet physics

  event-by-event fluctuations of conserved quantum numbers

  ultra-peripheral collisions , low x physics, photon-photon collisions
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